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Abstract:
Introduction: The incidence of emergency department (ED) visits for Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) in the United States exceeds 1,000,000 cases/year with the vast majority classified as mild (mTBI).
Using existing computed tomography (CT) decision rules for selecting patients to be referred for CT, such as the New Orleans Criteria (NOC), approximately 70% of those scanned are found to have a negative CT. This study investigates the use of quantified brain electrical activity to assess its possible role in the initial screening of ED mTBI patients as compared to NOC.

Methods: We studied 119 patients who reported to the ED with mTBI and received a CT. Using a hand-held electroencephalogram (EEG) acquisition device, we collected data from frontal leads to determine the likelihood of a positive CT. The brain electrical activity was processed off-line to generate an index (TBI-Index, biomarker). This index was previously derived using an independent population, and the value found to be sensitive for significant brain dysfunction in TBI patients. We compared this performance of the TBI-Index to the NOC for accuracy in prediction of positive CT findings.

Results: Both the brain electrical activity TBI-Index and the NOC had sensitivities, at 94.7% and 92.1% respectively. The specificity of the TBI-Index was more than twice that of NOC, 49.4% and 23.5% respectively. The positive predictive value, negative predictive value and the positive likelihood ratio were better with the TBI-Index. When either the TBI-Index or the NOC are positive (combining both indices) the sensitivity to detect a positive CT increases to 97%.

Conclusion: The hand-held EEG device with a limited frontal montage is applicable to the ED environment and its performance was superior to that obtained using the New Orleans criteria. This study suggests a possible role for an index of brain function based on EEG to aid in the acute assessment of mTBI patients. [West J Emerg Med. 2012;13(5):394-400.]
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Introduction: The incidence of emergency department (ED) visits for Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) in the United States exceeds 1,000,000 cases/year with the vast majority classified as mild (mTBI). Using existing computed tomography (CT) decision rules for selecting patients to be referred for CT, such as the New Orleans Criteria (NOC), approximately 70% of those scanned are found to have a negative CT. This study investigates the use of quantified brain electrical activity to assess its possible role in the initial screening of ED mTBI patients as compared to NOC.

Methods: We studied 119 patients who reported to the ED with mTBI and received a CT. Using a hand-held electroencephalogram (EEG) acquisition device, we collected data from frontal leads to determine the likelihood of a positive CT. The brain electrical activity was processed off-line to generate an index (TBI-Index, biomarker). This index was previously derived using an independent population, and the value found to be sensitive for significant brain dysfunction in TBI patients. We compared this performance of the TBI-Index to the NOC for accuracy in prediction of positive CT findings.

Results: Both the brain electrical activity TBI-Index and the NOC had sensitivities, at 94.7% and 92.1% respectively. The specificity of the TBI-Index was more than twice that of NOC, 49.4% and 23.5% respectively. The positive predictive value, negative predictive value and the positive likelihood ratio were better with the TBI-Index. When either the TBI-Index or the NOC are positive (combining both indices) the sensitivity to detect a positive CT increases to 97%.

Conclusion: The hand-held EEG device with a limited frontal montage is applicable to the ED environment and its performance was superior to that obtained using the New Orleans criteria. This study suggests a possible role for an index of brain function based on EEG to aid in the acute assessment of mTBI patients. [West J Emerg Med. 2012;13(5):394-400.]

INTRODUCTION

Traumatic brain injury accounts for over 1 million emergency department (ED) visits annually within the United States with the majority of these visits for mild injury. This incidence is increasing at an alarming rate, rising 21% from 2002 to 2006, quadrupling the rate of population growth. This increasing rate will further tax ED resources.

The American College of Emergency Physicians’ 2008 panel on mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) raised several important issues, among them which patients with acute mTBI should have a non-contrast computed tomography (CT) in the ED. This question is particularly relevant given concerns over the increased use of CT and the long-term complications of radiation. The estimated increased cancer risk from a CT has been estimated to be 1 patient in 1000-2000. In EDs the overwhelming majority of patients presenting with mTBI routinely undergo a CT. This occurs primarily because of the zero tolerance for missed intracranial lesions and because
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Methods

Subjects

The study population consisted of a convenience sample of 119 ED patients who presented with acute head injury and received a CT. Patients were enrolled in the ED at 1 of the 8 study sites (the majority from Washington University, Barnes Hospital, Bellevue Hospital Center and Royal Oaks Medical Center), following a closed head injury (85% within 24 hours of injury) and meeting the inclusion/exclusion criteria described below. All sites received approval from their respective Human Research Committees. Written informed consent was obtained prior to testing of all subjects. For the purpose of this study, CTs were read as positive if they had lesions potentially due to trauma, including cerebral or cerebellar contusion, subarachnoid hemorrhage, parenchymal bleeds, petechial hemorrhages, subdural and epidural hematomas. We defined mTBI using the American Congress of Rehabilitation criteria, which requires that at least 1 of the following conditions be met: any period of loss of consciousness < 30 minutes; Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score of 13-15; any loss of memory for the event immediately before or after the injury, with post traumatic amnesia less than 24 hours; or any alteration in mental state at the time of the event, (dazed, disoriented or confused).

Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

Eligible for study were patients over 18 years of age who presented to the ED after a closed head injury, met the above mTBI definition and had a CT ordered as part of their evaluation. Patient enrollment occurred during all periods when the research assistants were available; patients were not selected by referral from treating physicians. We excluded patients if clinical conditions would not allow placement of the electrodes or if they were unable (e.g., obtunded due to intoxication) or unwilling to provide informed consent.

In addition, we excluded patients with chronic psychiatric disorder, chronic drug or alcohol abuse, or chronic seizure history. We also excluded developmentally delayed patients, or those who were taking central nervous system active medication that the investigator believed would interfere with the EEG testing. Finally, if the head injury was believed to be a result of a seizure, the patient was not a candidate for this study.

Design and Procedures

Evaluations were made in the ED by ED research assistants, none of whom had formal EEG experience. The evaluations were done as early as practical without hindering patient care. The mean time from injury to evaluation in the ED was ~12 hours for the vast majority (~80%) of the subjects and all were tested within 72 hours. All patients’ hospital records were queried after ED or hospital discharge. At the time of EEG evaluations the research assistants were also blinded to CT outcome and NOC score.

Computed Tomography

CT interpretations from final reports issued by the neuroradiologists at each institution as the final CT result for this study. The CT readings were made blinded to all other information about the patient, other than the TBI indication for the head scan. An independent investigator blinded to EEG and all other clinical results scored the CTs of the CT positive
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(CT+) group using the Marshall criteria. The Marshall criteria is a method for grading the severity of CT abnormality on a 6-point scale, where “I” indicates a diffuse injury with no visible pathology and “VI” indicates a non-evacuated mass lesion (>25cc).

New Orleans Criteria (NOC)

The queries that make up the NOC scores were collected by the research assistant at the time of the EEG evaluation, for scoring off site. These included: headache, vomiting, age > 60 years, drug or alcohol intoxication, persistent anterograde amnesia, visible trauma above the clavicle, or seizure. If the patient had any 1 of these items the NOC was considered to be positive.

EEG Acquisition

Patients underwent 10 minutes of eyes closed resting EEG recording. The EEG data were collected using self-adhesive electrodes from frontal electrode sites of the International 10/20 system, which included FP1, FP2, AFz, F7, and F8, referenced to linked ears. All electrode impedances were below 10 kΩ. Amplifiers had a band pass filter from 0.5 to 70 Hz (3 dB points). Set-up was accomplished in all cases in less than 5 minutes.

EEG Data Analysis

The device used in this study can compute the TBI-Index in approximately “real-time;” however, to maintain the blinding and perform quality assurance, the TBI-Index was calculated off site. EEG data was subjected to automatic artifact rejection to remove any biologic and non-biologic contamination, such as that from eye movement or muscle movement. An experienced EEG technician also reviewed the selected artifact-free EEG segments for the purpose of confirming data quality for all data analyzed in this study. Previous experience has demonstrated that sufficient artifact-free data (120 seconds) can be obtained from this 10-minute recording.

The artifact-free EEG data from both the algorithm development and test groups to Fast Fourier Transform to extract QEEG features of absolute and relative (%) power, mean frequency, inter- and intra-hemispheric coherence and symmetry computed for the delta (1.5 - 3.5 Hz), theta (3.5 - 7.5 Hz), alpha (7.5 to 12.5 Hz), beta (12.5 - 25 Hz) and gamma (30-45 Hz) frequency bands. These measures are described in detail elsewhere. All quantitative features to obtain a Gaussian distribution and Z-transformed relative to age-expected normal values. The importance of each of these steps in enhancing the sensitivity and specificity of brain electrical activity has been described in detail elsewhere, as are the robust test-retest reliability and independent replications of the neurometric normative data of brain electrical activity. Non-linear features of complexity of the electrical signal were also extracted and transformed in the same way.

Classifier Function

We used the extracted EEG measures described above to develop a discriminat classifier function (biomarker) that maximally separated closed head-injured patients with GSC >8 who were CT+ from those who were CT- patients and controls. We constructed this binary discriminant classification algorithm using iterative methods and cross-validation based on features extracted from all patients in the algorithm development group (n=282). Inclusion/exclusion criteria for this population was the same as for the current study as described above and patients were tested in the acute phase (within 24 hours) following injury. The algorithm consists of a multivariate weighted combination of selected linear and nonlinear features of brain electrical activity that mathematically describe the profile of traumatic brain injury statistically most resembling that seen in patients who sustain a closed head injury and are found to be CT+. The result is expressed as a TBI- Index/biomarker ranging from 0-100, where 100 is the highest probability of being CT+. Features that contributed most to this discriminant included: relative power increase in slow waves in frontal regions, relative power decrease in alpha 1 and alpha 2 in frontal regions, power asymmetries in theta and total power between lateral and midline frontal regions, incoherence in slow waves between frontopolar regions and decrease in mean frequency of the total spectrum composited across frontal regions.

Statistical Analyses

The TBI-Index was calculated for the 119 patients in the current study and were not used in the derivation of the index and therefore represents an independent replication/validation of the algorithm. We submitted the brain electrical activity data from all patients in the study to discriminant analysis and obtained a discriminant score. Patients were considered to be positive if the score obtained was greater than or equivalent to a cut-off point derived from the Receiver Operating Curve (sensitivity as a function of specificity) from the original
discriminant function. We identified a score of 65 as the point at which 95% of the CT+ population was correctly identified. We calculated the NOC for the CT+ and CT- patients and considered it to be positive if there was a total score of 1 or greater. We also calculated the NOC total score supplemented by the TBI-Index. That is, if either the TBI-Index or the NOC were positive, the classification was considered to be positive. Performance metrics, including sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, and positive and negative likelihood values associated with the independent population in the current study, were then calculated for all measures. In addition, we computed Pearson correlations to assess the relationship between NOC and TBI-Index.

**RESULTS**

**Patient populations**

One hundred and nineteen patients met inclusion criteria and were enrolled in this study. The mean age was 48.32 (range 18-92 years) and contained 38 patients (31.9%) with CT+ and 81 (68.1%) with CT-. Distribution by gender did not differ across the 2 groups, with the CT+ group containing 57.1% males and the CT- group 60.9% males. The mean age of patients in each group differed, with mean age higher in the CT+ group than those in the CT- group (CT+ = 61.0, range of 21-92 years; and CT- = 45.0, range of 18-82 years, p < 0.001). It is important to point out that patient age was taken into account prior to calculation of the brain state discriminant index, since all EEG features were age-regressed prior to inclusion in discriminant analyses. The total patient population was enrolled during a 36-month time window. The most common reasons for exclusion of patients for study were acute intoxication (too obtunded to participate), co-morbid diagnosis of dementia, or a non-acute or incidental CT finding (it is estimated that this represents approximately 15%).

Using the Marshall score, 32 of 38 CT+ patients received a score of 2, 1 a score of 3, 1 a score of 4 and 4 a score of 5. CT+ findings included: 60% traumatic hemorrhages (majority being subarachnoid), 29% subdural and epidural hematomas, 8% contusions, 3% other. The majority of the CT- patients received a diagnosis of concussion.

**New Orleans Criteria (NOC) Classification**

CT+ and CT- patients were classified using a NOC total score of greater than or equal to 1. Using this cut point 35/38 CT+ and 62/81 CT- patients received a positive classification. This resulted in sensitivity of 92.1% (95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.79 to 0.97), and a specificity of 50.6% (CI= 0.40 to 0.61), positive predictive power (PPV) = 47.4% (CI = 0.37 to 0.58), negative predictive power (NPV) = 95.3% (CI = 0.85 to 0.99), LR+ = 1.92 (CI = 1.57-2.42), and LR- was 0.10 (CI= 0.03 to 0.41) [Table 1]. There was also evidence that the TBI-Index was sensitive to the degree of injury within our sample of mTBI patients since the Pearson correlation between the TBI-Index was greater than or equal to the cutoff value. Sensitivity was 94.7% (CI= 0.83 to 0.99), specificity was 50.6% (CI= 0.40 to 0.61), PPV = 47.4% (CI = 0.37 to 0.58), NPV = 95.3% (CI = 0.85 to 0.99), LR+ = 1.92 (CI = 1.57 to 2.42), and LR- was 0.10 (CI= 0.03 to 0.41) [Table 1]. There was also evidence that the TBI-Index was sensitive to the degree of injury within our sample of mTBI patients since the Pearson correlation between the NOC total score and the TBI-Index was found to be +.33, with p < .0001.

**New Orleans Total plus TBI-Index**

We also classified all patients using the TBI-Index to supplement the NOC total score. A patient was classified as “Combined+” if the NOC total score was 1 or greater or the TBI-Index was greater than or equal to the cutoff value, with a patient classified as “Combined-” if the NOC total score was zero or the TBI-Index was less than the cutoff value. Using this algorithm, 37 of 38 CT+ and 41 of 81 CT- patients were correctly classified. Thus, sensitivity was 97.4% (CI= 0.86 to 0.99), specificity was...
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50.6% (CI = 0.40 to 0.61), PPV = 48.0% (CI = 0.37 to 0.59), NPV = 97.6% (CI = 0.88 to 0.99), LR+ was 1.97 (CI= 1.57 to 2.47), and LR- was 0.06 (95% CI=0.007 to 0.36) [Table 1].

DISCUSSION

In this study all EEG data was collected from a limited montage, with electrodes placed over frontopolar, frontal midline and dorsolateral frontal regions on the forehead. We The rationale for these electrode locations on the published reports that after minor closed head injury the frontal and frontotemporal regions are particularly susceptible/vulnerable to injury, and more likely to be affected than other cortical regions.26-28 This increased susceptibility of the frontal regions most likely results from direct impact of this region and subsequent disruption of the extensive connections between this region and other cortical regions.29 The ability to focus on the frontal regions enhanced the practicality of EEG set-up and use in the ED while not compromising the ability to detect brain dysfunction following closed head injury. A recently published study demonstrated the ability to use these methods in the ED setting, with set-up completed in less than 5 minutes and data acquired in less than 10 minutes.17 As noted above, although for purposes of this study we computed results off-site, in actuality data analysis and computation of the TBI-Index can be performed in “real-time” on the device, again supporting feasibility in the ED environment.

The QEEG-derived TBI-Index appears to be a sensitive measure of brain function that may be used in conjunction with other clinical information to determine whether or not a patient presenting to the ED has a brain injury severe enough to warrant further diagnostic evaluation and treatment. It is of note that the 2 CT+ patients with an index below the cut point (<65) each had a score of 2 on the Marshall CT-scoring criteria, and were discharged from the hospital without intervention. One CT showed a small subarachnoid bleed, (SAH) in the left frontal region without any mass effect with a TBI-Index = 34, with a positive NOC; and the second, a small SAH in the left temporal/parietal region without mass effect and a TBI-Index = 56, with a negative NOC.

The finding that the TBI-Index was greater than the cut point for 49.4% of the CT- patients may indicate that a subset of the CT- patients showed signs of disturbed brain function in the presence of normal brain structure, possibly representing the effects of concussion. Evidence for this hypothesis can be found in a recent publication that used an EEG-based index to document the presence of concussion in college and high school athletes.18,19 These studies noted that the index remained abnormal well past the period when clinical recovery was reported. Also of importance is the finding that 50.6% of the CT- population obtained scores below the cut point, suggesting the lack of structural brain damage in this group, potentially aiding in their screening for CT. Bazarian et al.30 reported that after concussion the presence of a normal CT does not rule out the presence of a functional brain injury due to axonal damage. Such concern extends to possible “second impact syndrome,”31 in cases where the individual may be at risk when returned to play prematurely. Derived QEEG indices may reveal signs of brain injury in concussed individuals that are missed by other less objective assessment tools and may play a role in assessing and monitoring residual brain dysfunction in mTBI patients.32 This subset of CT- patients will more than likely warrant rapid referral for treatment and counseling as they may represent the population at risk for Post-Concussion Syndrome.

In our sample the CT+ patients were older than those in the CT- group. This almost certainly reflects the inherent increased risk of serious injuries from head trauma in this age group and emphasizes the importance placed on age in determining the severity of mTBI by the Canadian and NOC and the clinical policy statements issued by the CDC.33 The resilience of the QEEG method described above to age effects, due to age regression (comparing the patient to age-expected normal values) further emphasizes the clinical use of the method.

In the present population the NOC score for head injury was not as useful for distinguishing the CT+ from the CT- patients since specificity was only 23.5%. While 35/38 CT+ patients were identified, 62/81 CT- patients also met criteria. Similar findings to those reported here for the NOC were reported in 2 studies that compared the NOC with the Canadian CT Head Rule using very large populations of mTBI patients.34,35 While these studies reported sensitivity for the NOC identification of a neurosurgical lesion or an intracranial injury to be high, they also reported very low specificity values for the NOC (3.0%-12.7%). Since the majority of patients in our sample had mild traumatic brain injury, as verified by subsequent scoring of their CT+ using the Marshall criteria (84.2% had a score of 2), it would appear that the TBI-Index is a more clinically useful index than the NOC within this population since sensitivity was slightly greater and specificity more than doubled. It was noted that 22 patients classified as “high risk” on the NOC were not considered so on the TBI-Index, suggesting that these patients might have been spared CT examinations. Further, it was found that adding the TBI-Index to the NOC total score resulted in increased specificity and more reliable positive and negative likelihood results.

A study of 381 mild head injury patients all of whom received a CT revealed an incidence of 38% positive scans requiring further treatment, a finding consistent with that seen in our patient sample. Age, mode of injury, loss of consciousness, seizures, ENT bleeding, and vomiting did not predict positive CT, while GCS, the presence of focal neurological signs, and the presence of a radiographic skull fracture only had moderate predictive power of a CT+.36 While CTs are readily available in this country recent studies have highlighted the adverse effects of radiation from CT and the fact that increased use increases the individual risk for cancer
and overuse in general can increase the incidence of cancer in the population at large. In addition, it has been proposed that objective indices of cerebral physiology are necessary to follow the course of recovery and the effectiveness of rehabilitation efforts. We would add that measures of cerebral physiology may be useful for the documentation of the extent of brain dysfunction at the time of injury. These concerns point to the need for biologic markers indicating which patients may recover. This study, if replicated, would suggest that the TBI-Index can play an important role in the ED setting in determining which patients presenting with mTBI require further evaluation.

LIMITATIONS

The sample size for this study was moderate and the authors are aware of the need for prospective independent replications of this work in larger populations with more refined scoring of CT results. Although the inclusion criteria were used to enroll a low-risk group for intracranial hemorrhage, we enrolled a rather high percentage of patients with a positive CT. This high positive CT rate may be partially due to the fact that as a study entry criterion the patient needed to undergo a CT and therefore the very low-risk group was eliminated. The most common reasons for exclusion of patients include: acute intoxication (too obtunded to participate), comorbid diagnosis of dementia, pregnancy, or a non-acute or incidental CT finding (it is estimated that this represents approximately 15%). While the exclusion criteria may limit the immediate applicability of our findings to the general ED population they were applied in order to examine the physiological consequence of mild head trauma in the absence of confounding variables. Future studies will examine how a derived EEG index is changed by these factors. The possibility of spectrum bias due to inclusion/exclusion criteria cannot be eliminated, although it is noted that this would apply to both the TBI-Index and the NOC groups. We did not acquire long-term follow up or neuropsychological testing of patients after ED discharge. In the future this may help to differentiate those patients at high risk for neurological dysfunction, neurocognitive deficits or post-concussive syndrome.

CONCLUSION

In patients presenting to the ED with mTBI, the TBI-Index used in this study had sensitivity levels equivalent to the NOC and specificity that outperformed the NOC (50.6% compared with 23.5%). Combining the index with NOC resulted in a sensitivity of 97.0% (only 1 false negative). This study demonstrates that the handheld device measuring brain electrical activity can be used in the ED setting and suggests a role in the initial screening of mild traumatic brain-injured patients. Further validation of this TBI-Index is necessary in a consecutive ED sample with common behavioral confounders, as well as its real-time use and incorporation into clinical decisions in the ED.
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